From: Jerry Kane [jerry@predpol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 7:24 AM
To: BELLO, FRANK
CC: CASTRO, CLAUDIA; Randy Smith
Subject: Re: Additional Info: Invitation to Participate in an Evaluation of Predictive Forecasting of
Crime Demonstration Project--Important Dated Material that is now due at 2:00 PM on October 8,
2015
Commissioner Bello:
I am writing to advise you that going forward my colleague, Randy Smith (cc'd to this email) will
be managing PredPol's activities and communications with the NYPD.
Respectfully,
Jerry
On Monday, September 28, 2015, BELLO, FRANK <FRANK.BELLO@nypd.org> wrote:
We received some questions regarding the invitation you received last week, see below
for the questions and answers. We are extending the due date to October 8, 2015
(2:00 PM). This will be the only extension.

1) Should I send all requested information to you electronically and through express mail?
Answer: Please send us the requested information by email by the due date and time. The originals can be mailed
separately. They do not need to arrive to us by the due date. However, we will not forward additional information
to you until we receive both the electronic EMAIL and MAILED originals.

2) Is it possible to get an additional week to gather all the information? If not, how much additional time can I get.
Answer:

Yes, We are extending the due date and time to 2:00 PM, October 8, 2015.

3) What data elements are present in the data set to be provided by NYPD?

Answer: There’s an assumption, based on your interest in this demonstration project,
that you currently have a Predictive Forecasting of Crime application or similar product.
Based on this, we are asking the prospective vendors to tell us what variables they will
need included in the dataset.

4) Are the data elements in the data set provided by NYPD the only data elements allowed?

Answer: We think prospective vendors can (and probably should) include other data
they may have access to (e.g., census data etc.) beyond the data that will be provided
by the NYPD. We don't believe any vendor should be restricted from including other
information to which they have access.

5) No description of what precisely is being predicted has been given. Without that, it's difficult to determine what
additional elements one would like to have present in the data set. Can you provide a description of what we are
being asked to predict (i.e. What crime types for example)
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Answer: Predictions of crime risk should cover the highest risk 1% of the land area for
the geographic area being modeled (in each of the five boroughs). Predictions should
be made for each tour for the minimum day period and will be based on daily updates
of crime data from the NYPD. The vendor will provide two sets of predictions:
(1) combined predictions for six different major crime types into one set of target areas
based upon a NYPD determined weighting scheme between crime types; and (2)
separate prediction layers for each of the six major crime types so that accuracy can be
measured for different types of events. The Department will provide a grid that will be
used as the geographic base for the predictions.

Thanks again for your interest and we look forward to receiving your response by 2:00
PM, October 8, 2015!

-Jerry Kane
Account Executive
PREDPOL, INC.
2801 Mission Street
#2803
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
917-842-2471, mobile
jerry@predpol.com, email
predpol.com, web
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